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this is similar to but less aromatic than the br. spiritus
promethazine with codeine cough syrup purple
to make tincture of aloes and myrrh mix 6 fl.ounces of this extract
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and the sanitarians who liave aided tliem. the volnmo before us
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on entrance. livid. abdomen distended painful in right side
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of his death. his private practice was very large and his
cough syrup containing codeine and promethazine uk
pharmacopoeias and also the same made when practicable
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there have been as there now is the promise of still further advance
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feed and reduce his load as we now propose doing with the
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pour upon it sufficient menstruum to saturate and cover the
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the outer angle and this more especially when the axilla has been
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dentifrices or cosmetics for the teeth are found in the market in
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stronger than is generally sold as essence of anise.
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for over 45 years hayden s viburnum compound has maintained
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which has been a popular ague cure for nearly half a century.
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seconds. stimulation of the splanchnics in the thorax
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commencing wednesday october sih 1879. the lectures will be
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flavor. various substances may be added to this powder changing it in
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and is sometimes called zwhite gold. it is a grayish white metal
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